CSU H Students To Appear on BBC

T he BBC interviewed two students and a professor from Cal State Hayward and asked them to participate in the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in Scotland. The CSUH contingent is bringing director Edgar de la Cruz's filmed version of Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew" to the festival, which features performances and activities from around the world.

According to Theatre Department Chair Tom Hirt, also attending the festival, BBC filmed several scenes from the play featuring CSUH students Craig Marker and Lisa Dobkin. The network also recorded a lengthy interview with the Cal State students and plans to air it on Friday.

The Edinburgh Fringe Festival is the world's largest festival of its type, boasting some 20,000 performances by companies from around the world. The festival began in 1947 and has become an international event, attracting some 500,000 visitors each year.

The Festival is open to everyone, whether they have written a play, composed a piece of music, taken a photograph, or written a piece of literature. It provides an opportunity to perform their work and to be judged against an international standard. The festival is renowned as the springboard for many successful performers and companies.

Edgar de la Cruz, marking his third year attending the festival, said his group has made impressive progress and is looking forward to the chance to perform his play, "The Taming of the Shrew." The play is a modern, feminist version of Shakespeare's classic work, and de la Cruz said he is excited to share it with the festival's audience.

The Edinburgh Fringe Festival is a unique and exciting event, offering a diverse range of performances and activities. It is a great opportunity for students to gain experience and to showcase their talents to a wider audience.

Call (510) 885-3526 or e-mail to pioneerdagency@hotmail.com, get Results Fast in the Pioneer Classified Section
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